PAPER PEACE LEARNING RESOURCES
A n In troduc tion

Enq uiry Cards
A teacher led resource to catalyse
philosophical and critical thinking with
KS2 pupils. These can be used as a
standalone resource or combined with the
Zine to build more whole class or small
group activity into your scheme of work.
Introduces pupils to the idea of peace and
peace building as complex rather than
simple terms and invites them to consider
their personal responses and
collective responsibility.

Peace is A Doing
Word Zine
A work book for KS2 students to use. Exploring key thematic
ideas about individual agency and responsibility for peace. The
focus of the Zine is on actions – inviting pupils to explore key
ideas by doing. Inspired by Philosophy for Children, the Creative
Activism movement and opening an accessible conversation
about civic responsibility.
Downloadable in easily printable format transforming
into A5 booklet style zine.
Print settings: B&W, double sided, A4, white paper
Fold: Central fold all – creating an A5, double sided booklet

Downloadable in template format
ready to be cut out into individual
cards.
Print settings: B&W, double sided, A3,
White card (paper will work but is not as
durable)
Cut: Separate cards by cutting around the
dotted lines – marked with scissor icons.

The Ca ta lyst
Coll ec tion

An extensive resource designed to
support KS3 pupils to engage with
UK’s complex relationship with pea the
building. A thematic exploration ce
historic and contemporary peaceof
materials gathered from across the
UK in partnership with The Peace
Museum, Bradford.
Downloadable in thematica
lly
separated sections or as a wh
ole

.

Print settings: Colour or B&W,
double sided, A4, white paper, col

late

CURRICULUM LINKS
These resources are deeply rooted in Citizenship
and the activities aim to help students…

?

• Develop confidence, responsibility and
making the most of their abilities
• Prepare them to play an active role as citizens
• Develop a healthy safe lifestyle
• Develop good relationships and respecting
the differences between people

The resources also align
themselves to the
following subjects…
• Art & Design
• Emotional Literacy
• PHSE
• Critical Thinking

E nq ui ry Ca rds
HOW TO GUIDE
After printing the cards stack them in order (on the reverse you will see images of a
dove which when you flick the stack of cards it will animate the bird in flight). The
Enquiry Cards are made for Philosophy for Children (P4C) activities.
As the instigator of the P4C activities your role is to guide and not to lead. As many
P4C practitioners say: “Be the guide from the side not the sage on the stage”.

What is P4C?
P4C is an ideal tool to stimulate thinking
skills. P4C improves children’s critical,
creative and rigorous thinking. It helps to
develop higher order thinking skills,
improve communication skills and helps
children learn to co-operate with others.
Children learn to reflect before speaking
so that they are accurate in what they
really want to say.

Thunks
Created by Ian Gilbert, Thunks are
beguiling questions about everyday
things that stop you in your tracks and
help you to look at the world in a whole
new light. Each enquiry card functions as
its own discussion point to be explored as
a whole class group and there are no
right or wrong responses to the Thunks.
Thunks serve as a great warm up activity
and the best Thunks should present “a
grey area of uncertainty”.

What Would You Rather?
Present the following cards as options
(each option should be written on a
separate sheet of paper and should be
placed in different areas in the room).
Participants then move and stand by the
option they are drawn to and explain
why they chose that option.

Remember to establish that this is not a
competition and that the activity is about
seeing different perspectives and points of
view. Once people have shared their
perspectives from all of the options ask
them if they would like to reconsider and
move to an option which they didn’t
previously consider. If they do choose to
move, applaud their bravery and ask them
what made the switch their stand point?

Always, Sometimes, Never
Write three separate titles on three
separate pieces of paper (Always,
Sometimes, Never) and read out the
following statements and ask participants
to move towards the title to show their
response to the statement. Encourage
discussion and allow participants to say
why their chose that option.

Odd One Out
Using the three images, in small groups
ask the participants to work out which of
the three images is the odd one out? There
are numerous possibilities and ask
participants to explain what led them to
making the choices they made.
Take the opportunity to allow students to
explain why they came to their conclusions
to illustrate the many different possibilities.

PE AC E
IS A
DOING
WORD
ZINE

The Ca tal yst
Collec tion
HOW TO GUIDE

?

HOW TO GUIDE
This resource has been created for
students to write in and cut out and
each activity may require some
additional resources (please do see
“kit list” for each activity).
We recommend that you work with
your class methodically through the
activities in the order they are laid
out and each activity could take
between 40 – 60 minutes to
complete along with wrap
around discussions.

This is a flexible, adaptable resource which
is designed to support teachers and pupils
to explore the UK’s rich peace heritage, the
complexity and fragility of peace and our
individual and collective action for creating
and preserving peace in our communities.
This resource is designed to catalyse further
conversation, research and enquiry based
individual or group work. It invites pupils to
connect with their local peace heritage and
to respond to philosophical questions
throughout. Each of the sections can be used
independently to support a specific scheme
of work or can be combined to create a
resource to encourage independent learning.
We recommend that you visit all sections
and choose how best to introduce the key
themes, moments of historical significance
and introductory Peace Studies ideas to
your pupils.

SHARE IT!
Connect with other people across the UK…
Whichever of these three resources you choose to use, we would love to
see the culminations of your students work.
We would like to invite you to share pictures with us either by using the
social media handle #PaperPeace, e-mailing info@eea.org.uk or
uploading your thoughts, responses and outcomes on The People’s Peace
Archive – an evolving, national digital resource designed to connect
people across the UK www.thepeoplespeacearchive.com

